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BitCoin Wallet - mpjulius ====== santaclaus > If you have to ask how to set up such an

EtherWallet,... Oh. >... [it's not so simple] ... even if you happen to be an experienced programmer? I
happen to have been looking for the ideal "remote private" wallet/service with the ability to transact

in bitcoins, the ability to generate and store private keys, and the ability to recover those private
keys (say in case of loss or theft). Basically, something that looked like either bitcoinj or bitcoind. So
I'm surprised I haven't seen a hardware device with these capabilities. ~~~ mpjulius True, but you
are limited with regard to dongles and device support. Bitcoinj on a device was probably the closest
thing to what you described, but it's currently unmaintained. Maybe the version on his site can be

adapted to support many, many devices. ------ prezjordan Why is this 'how to' an 'Electronics
Tutorial'? ~~~ saraid216 It's the title of the submission and the top comment already implies it's a
tutorial. What else is there to say about it? ~~~ mpjulius I asked the question in the bio and also in
the title, though I'm not quite sure it can be entirely rewritten. In any case, the question is natural
and relevant, that is why I posted it. On the other hand, I'd like to point out that the tutorial is for

people with a technical background. Sure, you can use Google to find answers and the
documentation is pretty good, but I like to see such basic things solved in a natural manner, so I'd
like to provide the solution to the problem. ------ gruseom Wow! Cool! # Copyright (C) 2001-2006
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build, bkplayerÂ . Download BKPlayer.exe for Windows Windows 7, Windows XP, Windows 2000,
Windows 8, Windows 2008, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista,
Windows ServerÂ . README-BKPlayer.txt for Windows. - Just passed the 1000th download of my

Bkplayer pack! Pleased it's helped out! Reply Â . Blue. AÂ . . A free download. You need to upload
your PC/MAC to the server first. There are about 50 files in this group. If you have the real classic
(BK.Method: Place flour and 1/2 cup sugar in a large bowl, making a well in the center and adding

yeast. Beat in eggs, milk, oil and vanilla. Stir in flour, salt, and sugar, and enough buttermilk to make
a soft dough. Turn dough onto floured board; knead into a soft, smooth dough. Place in a greased
bowl; turn greased side up. Cover; let rise in a warm place until double in bulk, about 1 1/2 hours.

Note: You can also add nuts to the dough. I have always added pecans in the winter. In the summer
months, I add walnuts. Mix in remaining 2 1/2 cups sugar. Once dough has doubled in bulk, divide

into 2 equal pieces, roll into balls. Flatten slightly (about 1/2 inch thick), and cut into rounds using a
small cookie cutter. To create a more decorative look, cut in half, and pull apart once dough is on

baking sheet. Place baking sheet in a warm place to rise until dough
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